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Abstract
The current research aims to design a Web Quest, titled “Improving Productivity in Garment Industry”, and measure the effectiveness of Web Quest in giving the students sample the knowledge and the skills contained in it, in addition to measure trends of the students sample towards the study of the proposed Web Quest. The sample consisted of 39 students, from Clothing and Textile Department, Faculty of Home Economics, and by using calibration tools that prepared by the researcher and consisting of the cognitive collective test and skill performance test and assessment measurement to evaluate the skill performance and trends measurement before and after the application of the proposed Web Quest. The results were analyzed statistically by using the (T test) and use the quarters, the research has found a set of results and the most important one is the effectiveness of the Web Quest in giving the students sample the knowledge and the skills contained in it and that in the presence of statistically significant differences between the average scores of students before and after the application of the Web Quest in favor of the post test, the results also showed positive of the students' trends toward the Web Quest. The researcher recommended to circulate the teaching of the Web Quest for students of clothing and textile department, Home Economics because of its effectiveness in education.
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Introduction:
The ready-made garment industry is one of the industries that need successive development to be able to keep pace with the continuous global developments, which calls for many attempts to use modern manufacturing strategies to improve productivity by reducing waste through proper planning and the optimal utilization of material and human resources to achieve goals. Whereas educational institutions at various levels, including universities, contribute in their role to the development of human resources represented in students to equip them with the skills required for the development of the local and national community, the study programs in the Department of Clothes and Textiles at the Faculty of Home Economics at Helwan University seek to link global developments in the field of industry with the academic goals that support it. By providing a sound scientific system based on distinctive training for students to reach them to human cadres that can achieve development in the field of clothing industry. And in view of the cognitive journeys strategy (Web Quest), which is one of the most important educational strategies aimed at and directed and based on the use and employment of the web
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through specific educational tasks that help the learner to carry out by himself various operations of searching and exploring information on the web, using and employing this information and not just obtaining it.

The current research is directed towards trying to employ this educational strategy to equip students specialized in the field of clothing and textile skills in reducing waste and improving productivity in the garment industry. Where many previous research and studies in other fields have proven the effectiveness of cognitive trips in developing skills for learning, as (Alexandra Okada: 2004) a study on the use of cognitive journey maps in developing the participatory learning skills of primary school students using the 'Microword' program, and the development of communication skills and cooperation between students in building knowledge. (Hassanein: 2006) discussed in his study the necessary programs for training in the skills of using the Internet for undergraduate students using a computer-based learning method represented by the cognitive journeys strategy.

The study (Abdulaziz Tolba: 2009) also came to measure the effectiveness of using the cognitive journeys strategy in developing some levels of thinking and the ability to make decisions towards facing the challenges of technological educational modernization among the students of the research sample.

Looking at this group of studies, whose results are unanimous on the effectiveness of this strategy in achieving its goals and the students' ability to interact with this type of education strategies, it is clear that the use of this type of strategies in education can achieve what educational programs in various specializations aim for in providing their students with knowledge and skills. Associated with higher levels of thinking.

Whereas the list of the bachelor’s in the clothing and textile department of the Faculty of Home Economics - Helwan University suffers from a deficiency in conducting field training for students during the educational program, which was followed by a weakness in the apparel and textile department students with the concepts and skills for improving productivity through reducing losses due to the difficulty of practicing and applying training in factories, he directed Current research is to try to use this strategy to provide students with these skills.

**Research problem:**

The research problem was identified in the following questions:

1. What are the steps and procedures required to prepare a knowledge journey (webquest) to improve productivity in ready-to-wear factories.

2. What is the effectiveness of the knowledge journey (webquest) on the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of students of the clothing and textile department in planning to improve productivity?
by reducing waste?

First: Designing the cognitive journey:

Design The cognitive journey: Researchers have adopted the Mohammed Attia Khamis model, 2007: for educational design and development, due to the comprehensiveness of the model, the expensive steps and stages that can be relied upon when designing the cognitive journey, and the model includes five main stages: analysis, design, development, evaluation, dissemination, use and follow-up These stages will be presented as follows:

The analysis phase included the following steps:
A- Analyzing the problem and assessing needs.
B- Analyzing students ’characteristics and behavior.
C- Analyzing the learning environment.
D- Defining general goals.

Design phase: It included the following steps:
A- Designing educational goals.
B- Design and organize the content of the web tasks.
C- Selection of learning resources.

Web assignment environment design: Web assignments have six basic elements and components as such

Component One: Introduction to the Web Task Environment Component Three.

The second component: tasks.
The third component: operations.
The fourth component: the sources.
The Fifth Component: Calendar
The Sixth Component: Conclusion.

- Designing assessment tools: The researchers designed the measurement tools to suit the research objectives, achievement test, skill test, grading scale, and trend scale, and they will be discussed in detail in terms of design and construction, and the calculation of validity and reliability of each tool separately in the focus of building research tools and authorizing them.

The development phase: This phase included the following steps:
A- Determining the requirements for producing web tasks: The production requirements of hardware and software have been provided and indicated as follows: (A computer connecting to the Internet, creating the site on the Zunal site)
B- Producing the web tasks environment: A web tasks house has been produced with all its
D- **Formative evaluation of the web task environment**: by presenting the web task environment that was produced by presenting it to a number of specialists in the field of educational technology and specialists in the field of clothing industry before its actual application, in order to ensure that it works with all its components and links correctly.  

- **The evaluation stage**: The web task environment produced was evaluated by presenting it to a group of arbitrators, then amendments were made that were agreed upon by 90% of the judges to be in the final image applicable to the research sample students.  
5- **The stage of publishing, use and follow-up**: The web assignment environment has been published on the Internet in order to allow students to use and interact with them, and a domain has been reserved for entry through the web assignment environment under the name:  
http://zunal.com/webquest.php?w=364357

Second: Designing Research Tools:  
1- **Achievement Test**:  
The researchers prepared this test with the aim of measuring the cognitive side of the students of the research sample, and the test was prepared using six types of objective questions: They complete the following phrases and consist of (12) vocabulary, and the choice is multiple and consists of (5) vocabulary, true and false and consists of (8) vocabulary, the arrangement and consists of (5) vocabulary, write the term and it consists of (6) vocabulary, connect from column (a) what fits the column (B) It consists of (6) vocabulary.  
2- **Skill test**: This test is designed to include (4) questions to include all the skills included in the trip, the first question is concerned with the skill of correct classification of the worker's behavior, the second question is specific after the sum of observations pertaining to each behavior, the third question is for calculating losses, the fourth question is for identifying ways to improve Productivity, and the test was corrected according to an assessment scale that was prepared to evaluate skill performance.  
3- **Attitudes scale**: This scale aimed to measure the students’ attitudes of the research sample, as the vocabulary of the scale was formulated, and it included 15 items, and the five-year estimate was used to determine the probabilities of responding to each of the measurement vocabulary, which varies in intensity between strongly agreeing and strongly disapproving. It was taken into account in estimating the responses that they fall from (5 - 1) as follows: Strongly agree (5), agree (4), hesitate (3), disagree (2), strongly disagree (1).  
- **Grading scale**: where the aim of building the grade scale was to design an objective tool to
evaluate the skill performance outcome of each student separately.

**Third: Conducting a research experiment:**

It included the application of research tools and experimental processing materials, where the experimentation process went through the following stages:

1. **Selection of the research sample:** The research sample was randomly selected from students of the fourth year, Department of Clothes and Textiles, Faculty of Home Economics, Helwan University, for the academic year 2018/2017, who numbered 39 students.

2. **Application of experience:**
   - The researchers held a session with the sample students, in order to familiarize them with the aim of the research and how to benefit from it. They were also given the name of the website for the web task environment in order for them to enter the site, study its content, find out what is required of them and determine a period of fifteen days to deal with the web task environment and then meet them to take a post-test.
   - The achievement test and the skill test were pre-applied with the aim of measuring the extent to which students knew the content of the educational material that would be presented to them, through a tour of the web tasks investigation environment in both cognitive and skill achievement.

   The application of the basic research experiment took fifteen days during the first semester of the academic year 2017/2018, from Thursday 10/12/2017 until Thursday 10/26/2017.

3. **Application of telemetry tools:**
   - After the students got acquainted with the content of the educational material that was presented to them through the web task environment and conducting reviews on it, the two search tools (achievement test, skill test, attitudes scale) were applied by tele. And after completing the application of the basic experiment of the research, the researchers corrected and monitored the scores of each of the achievement test, the skill selection and the trend scale, in preparation for dealing with them statistically.

**Results and their interpretation:**

Where the data extracted from the grades of the students of the research sample were analyzed, which were processed statistically by appropriate methods to verify the validity of the hypotheses by calculating the significance of the differences between the arithmetic averages using the (T) test, and also the fourths of the students ’attitudes towards the proposed cognitive journey were calculated. The results are interpreted and discussed in the following manner:

**The first hypothesis:** Presentation, interpretation and discussion, which states that: The proposed cognitive journey in (improving productivity within ready-made clothing lines) has
an effectiveness to verify the validity of this hypothesis. Black's equation was used for the modified gain ratio.

The second hypothesis: Presentation, interpretation and discussion, which states that: There are statistically significant differences between the mean scores of students in the cognitive (pre-post) test in favor of the post-post.

The third hypothesis: Presentation, interpretation and discussion, which states that: There are statistically significant differences between the mean scores of students in the skill test (post-pre-post) in favor of the post.

The fourth hypothesis: Presentation, interpretation and discussion, which states that: The attitudes of the students studying towards the cognitive journey are positive.

Recommendations:
1- The seams of the Garment and Textile Department of the College to review and amend the department’s own regulations regarding field training for students during the educational program.
2- Communication between the Garment and Textile Department in the faculty and the ready-to-wear factories to solve problems, exchange experiences and benefit from the research carried out in the department.
3- Urging those in charge of developing curricula to use the cognitive journeys strategy because of its effectiveness on learning outcomes.
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